Marginal benefit  by Szweda, Roy
While this situation prevails, it is not surpris-
ing that companies have tried to turn to prod-
ucts with better margins. These are usually
also those that few others can match in tech-
nical terms. They are also newer lines (except
those which are obsolescent). It can also be
found in more specialised products. There is
only a fairly short time in the product lifecycle
before the usual price war breaks out. A bit
like a beauty spot being ruined by everyone
turning up in their camper vans. Before that
happens the smart people have already
moved on.
A similar situation can be found in several sec-
tors of the III-V business. For a while, DVD
lasers were better fare than other types such
as IR CD lasers. Now they are looking at violet
lasers. Currently there is a shortage, which is
helping to keep prices up it would seem.
Perhaps now is the time to leave the manufac-
ture of red lasers and optical pick-ups to lower-
cost factories in China, for example. Though a
trickier proposition for now, violet lasers
should be able to deliver those better margins
for the meanwhile.
LEDs are another example. In order for 
the market to expand, prices must drop.
Better to be selling assemblies than modules
than bare die perhaps. But Cree is doing 
well for itself with so far fairly small vertical
integration. Another approach is to deploy 
as much of that technology as you can into
other areas.
Preferably this should be one where sales are
smaller, to not attract the pack of rivals. Or
they could be in defence or aerospace related,
which is healthier on other grounds. Indeed,
there may come a time when the LEDs, for
example, are all made in China while the
microchips stay in the homeland. An interest-
ing current development to shed some light
on this is Philips company Lumileds’ decision
to set up a LED factory in Singapore.
Curiously, Philips has just got out of chips in
favour of other brighter areas including solid-
state light sources such as LEDs.
The problem with these things is the way it
sometimes happens that an opto company
might start looking over the fence at microelec-
tronics, so too the existing microchip players
look the other way. So in North America you
have LED specialist Cree beginning to chase
the same market as PA module specialist
RFMD. The former is exploiting its GaN-on-SiC
technology proven for LEDs, while the latter
might be newer to GaN but it knows a lot of
useful stuff about manufacturing other III-Vs
into actual products that are routinely ordered
in their millions.
With such players committing to these 
technologies – see also the Editorial on the
Sign of Four SiC fabs – ten years on WBG
chips will be standard in power applications
such as base stations. Today, the physics is
becoming clearer by the day. All it takes is a
determined effort such as these to fix the
chemistry.
This is not the only thing holding up the
expansion of the market; there is also the
mater of the lack of sufficient manufacturing
resources in SiC. Soon, hopefully, it will 
have its own SiC foundries with stable 
offerings from a set of design rules. These
will all follow in due course. All parts of 
the picture will have come together and 
further help the technology along the road 
to commercialisation.
Having multiple fabs is essential. Any cus-
tomer needs the reassurance of at least one
other as a 'second source'. Perhaps in due
course one or two of these players might get
together and share resources making it an
even more attractive proposition.
Marginal benefit
One of the curiosities of today’s industry is
how few companies turn in a consistent prof-
it. When looking over recent financials, it is
striking how sales can be up but profitability
remains elusive. The good news is that many
say they are on the path out of the red ink.
What they will be hoping is that the general
growth remains positive. But we all know
this by no means assured.Roy Szweda,
Acting Editor
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